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4-14 — No Karl, No Fritz due to (11.14S)
18 — Duke Ellington in concert at Snively 
Arena
24 -  ALLIED ARTS -  Paul Winter Consort
29 — Football — UNH 10 Dartmouth 9 





9 — John H. Woodruff sues four adminis­
trators for $50,000
11 — Scope Concert — AMERICA 
11-13 — University Theater: “ The Kitchen”
18 — President Thomas Bonner charts 
“ Year of System”
18 — Scope Concert — JAMES MONT­
GOMERY BAND
19 — 65 students go to Hood House for 
possible food poisoning from meal at Sell­
ings
19 — 20 bicyclists summonsed for riding 
against traffic on Main Street
19 — President Thomas Bonner turns 
$4,000 salary raise into Miriam Jackson 
Memorial Scholarship
20 — Student Body President Primo Tosi 
makes motion to the Student Caucus for 
the impeachment of President Nixon
24 — ALLIED ARTS — Daniel Nagrin Work­
shop
30 — University Trustees elect Philip Dun­




3 — The Icemen Returneth
5 — ALLIED ARTS — Richard Kiley as “ Cervantes” 
9 — Holly Woodlawn from Warhol’s film “ Trash” 
speaks in the MUB, presented by MUSO
9 — GSO sponsors dance in the MUB
10 — Football — UNH 0 Springfield 51 
9-11 — Parents’ Weekend
14 — BSU presents The Edwin Hawkins Singers
14 — The Student Caucus passes motion asking 
for the resignation of Student Trustee Alan Bridle, 
19-1
16 — The cost of beer rises
17 — Football — UNH 7 Massachusetts 28 
21-24 -  THANKSGIVING RECESS
27 — Governor Meldrim Thomson reveals plans for 
a $600 million oil refinery on Durham Point
28 -  Hockey -  UNH 3 Harvard 2




3 — P. Kelley Simpson withdraws from Stu­
dent Body President elections
4 — The Registrar’s Office reports official 
enrollment at 9718 students
7 — GSO loses first strike in court case
7 — Alec Buchanan elected Student Body 
President
10 — Scope Concert — BEACH BOYS 
12 — Annual Christmas Choral Concert: 
UNH Concert Choir
21 — Hockey — UNH 5 Boston College 4 
(OT)
22 — Warren Brown, UNH hockey player, 
dies from injuries received in automobile 
accident
22 -  Feb. 4 SHUTDOWN
JANUARY
16 — U.S. District Court Judge Hugh Bow- 
nes hands down decision stating that the 




8 — President Bonner looks for a new job 
12 — "Systems” officers move to Lee
14 -  Scope Concert -  AEROSMITH CAN­
CELLED DUE TO SCHEDULING CON­
FLICTS
16 — The Night of Sin
17 — GSO requests SAT funds
22 — Durham Blood Drive collects 1003 
pints
24 — Student Caucus denies SAT funds to 
GSO and BSU
27 — Olympic Refineries presents its case




3 -  Scope Concert -  JAMES COTTON 
BLUES BAND
3 — Olympic Refineries presents its case — 
Part II
4-5-6 — MUSO presents Threeater
4 — President Bonner announces his move 
to Union College
4 — 84 figures streak Durham
4 — Hockey — ECAC Quarter — final Play­
offs -  UNH 6 RPI 7 (OT)
6 — Durham voters reject zone change for 
oil refinery
11 — Newmarket voters favor oil refinery in 
their town
12 — Gordie Clark and Cap Raeder se­
lected to All-New England Division I Hock­
ey Team
13 — The NH House approves $13 million 
in capital expenditures for the University, 
including funds for proposed mini-dorms in 
Durham
15 — Gordie Clark and Cap Raeder named 
to the All-American Hockey Team for the 
East
15 — UNH Hockey Coach Charlie Holt 
named University Division “ Coach of the 
Year”
28 — Erie Feragne receives the Bob Cousy 
Award. This award is presented to the out­
standing New England collegiate basketball 
player under six feet tall. 9
APRIL
2 — Governor Meldrim Thomson ap­
proves a bill for a chancellor position for 
the UNH system
4 — Scope Concert — DON RENO, BILL 
HARRELL & THE TENNESSE CUTUPS
5 — Proposed increases in dormitory 
living announced: Meals up $90 Rooms 
up $98
5 — Hitchhiking in New Hampshire be­
comes legal
7 — Rep. Shirley Chisolm (D-N.Y.) gives 
keynote address for 3-day womens pro­
gram
9 — UNH study reveals that the state is 
not ready for an oil refinery
9 — The C.H. Sprague C. announces 
plans to build a 50,000 bbl. per day 
petroleum plant next to its separator in 
Newington
11 -  DAVIDSON LECTURE SERIES -  
Columnist Jack Anderson on “ The Ex­
ercise of Power in Washington”
19 — UNH football coach, Ralph Cav- 
alucci, becomes defensive line coach for 
the Houston Texans of the WFL.
25 -  SIDORE LECTURE SERIES -  
STAR TREK producer Gene Roddenbury 
transports into the MUB
26 — An Evening in the Park — The 1974 
Military-Arts Ball
28 — Phi Mu Delta presents “ Mountain” 
with Mad-Angel-Sharks
MAY
3 — Federal GSO decision stands 
3,4,5 — Carnival in the Quad
5 — Martha Byam becomes Student 
Caucus Chairperson
6 — Lawrence R. Meachem named as a 
student representative to the University 
chancellor search committee
7 — Liz snails the New England Center 
7,8,9,10 -  UNIVERSITY THEATER -  In 
Circles
10,11,12 -  WENH N.H. TV COUNTRY AUC­
TION
11 -  Baseball UNH 0 Rl 1, UNH 6 Rl 7
11 — Scope Concert — THE SHITTONS
12 — GSO loses bid for the Thomson’s 
pancake breakfast at the TV Auction. The 
winning bid: $1075
19 -  Scope Concert -  LIVINGSTON TAY­
LOR
20 — Second Semester Finals Begin
23 — All Night Horror Flicks presented by 
MUSO
31 -  FINAL EXAMS END
JUNE











Dorm living is really the life! Where else could 
you find beings of high caliber and even higher 
morals living right next to you — not to mention all 
those wonderful, extra-added benefits of residen­
tial life, such as the “ ideal study situation,” free­
dom to express yourself and your adult attitudes in 
any way you choose, and cultural surroundings to 
broaden your perspective of mankind?
Response:
Who the hell are you kidding! What B.S.! I’m 
surrounded by a bunch of the grossest slobs ever 
created, and the "cultural environment” is down­
right oppressive. One lousy paint-by-numbers 
painting of a portrait of some guy nobody ever 
heard of hangs crooked on the wall in the lounge, 
plus a couple of last year’s posters. Oh, and I 
mustn’t forget all the noise — which I love, of 
course — and the all-night, rip-roaring parties, the 
guys who think that every night is the fourth of 
July, the smells which filter through floor after 
floor, coming from God knows where. Maybe. And 
then the bathrooms! Each is a marvel of planning 
and insight on the part of someone. It’s a wonder 
we haven’t died of some unknown dreaded fungus 
infection considering all the crap that’s perpetually 
on the floor. And, like so many people, I really 
enjoy and look forward to my private moments . . . 
why the hell didn’t somebody think to put a door 
on the john stall that closes?





The Greeks on campus offer the students of the 
University of New Hampshire the opportunity to 
experience the close and longlasting friendships 
that stem from Greek living. They share a common 
bond and as a whole contribute to the diversity of 
the student body.
Each individual has his/her own goals, his/her 
own interests, and his/her own aspirations. Yet 
beyond that, each individual is an integral part of 
his/her house, sharing his/her ideas, his/her 
strengths and weaknesses, and contributing these 
to his/her friends and to the unity of the whole.
. . . Greek Week — a chance to know them 
better . . . Altruistic projects — a chance to show 
they care . . . Nite of Sin — Greeks working togeth­
er to aid Durham Day Care Center . . . Muscular 
Dystrophy — dancing for those who can’t . . . UNH 
Care Fund — walking for a cause . . .
Their life style is little different except friendships 
grow closer and involve a large circle of people. 
They live in a home that exists because of their 
desire and willingness to see it continue. Each 
member assumes responsibility for the welfare of 
the house. Greek living offers the challenge of self- 
governance and provides each member with the 
opportunity of learning to accept and respect the 
rights and opinions of others. Through this ex­
perience they learn to work together, combining 
their energies for constructive purposes.
The Fraternities and Sororities offer a unique 
living experience within the University; combining 
scholarship, altruism, and close bonds of friend­





Five days a week thousands of people converge 
on a sleepy Durham, swelling up classrooms and 
clogging up walkways. They arrive by the busload 
or in carivans of small cars whizzing along the 
town’s major access roads. Braving snow, rain and 
insects, many walk or bicycle the distance. Some 
live as far off as Hampton Beach, Northwood or 
Maine. Others are steps from campus on Young 
Drive or above a restaurant downtown.
But for most of UNH’s 4500 commutors, campus 
is a once-a-day trip, and daily schedules are 
planned accordingly. Alarms must be set well 
ahead of those in dorms; time limits the size of 
breakfast; and a book left at home becomes lost 
for the day.
Commuting students kill time between classes in 
either of two ways — studying or not. The Dimond 
Library attracts many, but cannot match social 
gatherings in the MUB. Every morning, caffeine 
addicts race to the silver coffee machine on the 
way to or from class. But the crowd peaks with a 
turnout for the midday meal. Here college vagrants 
have found a home, created a subculture and 
grabbed a table. A game of hearts, a table of gays, 
a pack of girl-watchers, and a group of girls all 
peacefully co-exist within the confines of orange 
pillars and brick walls. Established groups maintain 
strategictablepositionsthroughoutasemester.com- 
petition from a Stones’ song, a singing cash regis­
ter, and pinball machine-gun fire enlivens conver­
sation. Shuffling down the center aisle in search of 
a friendly face or a second-hand Times can be a 
disheartening experience: MUB rats scrutinize 
each intruder without mercy.
However with a little sunshine, the 12 o’clock 
crowd spreads out on MUB hill, minus music and 
chairs. Other students perch silently atop stone 
walls, under trees, or on rocks.
But by mid-afternoon another academic day has 
ended, and the exodus begins. Parking lots slowly 
untangle as Main Street fills up. Students find 
hitching to “ NMKT” a matter of flashing a sign a 
few times in front of the Little Horn.
Yet who are the commutors: this visible but 
silent majority missing from campus at night and 
on weekends? Many of them, veterans and trans­
fers, are not allowed University residence. Others 
lost the dormitory privilege from abusing it. But 
most commutors leave campus by choice: an up­
perclassman disenchanted with dormitory life, din­
ing hall food and ready to try more independent 
methods of living. The noise down the hall, 
crowded bathrooms and resident assistants give 
way to landlords and skyrocketing rents, food bills 
and utilities. Students live along, in small groups, 
at home with parents, together as couples or in 
large communal groups.
By nature of such diversity, commutors have 
nine representatives in the University Senate and 
student caucus. Communication with constituents 
has always been difficult for caucus members, but 
a newsletter published for the off-campus dweller 
by student government attempts to bridge this 
gap. Increasing awareness of the commutor and 
his situation has also led to the institution of a 
student lawyer, Kari-van service, and noontime 
flicks in the MUB. Plans to transform the Union 
cafeteria into a pub met with heavy resistance from 

















“ Do you favor the reorganization of the 
MUB?”
“ I’m a traditionalist in the eyes of col­
lege unions. I visualize a union as being 
a trilateral operation — a combination of 
students, faculty and staff working to­
gether as equal forces. We have not 
attained that status yet either through 
the old structure or the new. There has 
been no necessary external reorganiza­
tion. Through the reorganization of the 
MUB we are aware of the need for stu­
dent input. Right now it is missing.”
— Raoul Rebillard, Assistant Director 
for Services and Facilities. October, 
1973.
"I do not think of it in terms of the MUB but in 
terms of the Division of Recreation and Student 
Activities. The union now is a community center 
trying to meet the needs of the community. It is a 
place where the faculty, staff and students of UNH 
can come together.”
— Michael O’Neil, Director of Recreation and 
Student Activities. April, 1974.
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In May 1973 the Vice Provost 
for Student Affairs proposed that 
the Recreation Services program 
become part of the Division of 
Student Affairs as one portion of 
the reorganization of the Divi­
sion. This newly created depart­
ment, identified as Recreation 
and Student Activities, has the 
responsibility of integrating a 
coordinated program of broadly 
defined leisure-time activities for 
the University community. The 
long range goals for this depart­
ment are; more effective plan­
ning of programs, better utili­
zation of funds without ex­
pansion of present budgets, and 
improvement of University com­
munications.
— Pamphlet on the Reorgani­
zation Structure. Published, Au­
gust, 1973.
“ The main thing I don’t like is some adminis­
trators do not consider this to be a union. I think 
that is a grave mistake.”
— Richard Morgan, Student. April, 1974.
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But to some, the problems en­
countered with the reorganiza­
tion move are not completely the 
fault of the system. One former 
Union administrator said, “ The 
students are being sho rt­
changed, but I can’t feel sorry 
for those who aren’t willing to 
help themselves.” And a student 
involved in Union activities felt, 
“ The MUB is what people make 
it — students could be running 
this place if they wanted to.”
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“ Unfortunately, we as University stu­
dents are not given a voice in the run­
ning of our Union. There is no longer a 
MUB Policy Board seeking and demand­
ing student input. Instead we are being 
programmed by the administration into 
neat little niches and are not encour­
aged to participate in the larger frame­
work of the system.
“ While we do want to see diverse ele­
ments of the University brought togeth­
er, it should not be at the expense of our 
Student Activities area or the loss of 
some of the other rooms in the building. 
The Union is a memorial to people, not 
to offices and business machines.”
Susan Roman 
April 1974
A decline in college unions as a significant educa­
tional vehicle on campus has taken place across the 
nation. This decline is attributed to both internal and 
external factors. One external cause is the appear­
ance of a new breed of students — a consumer 
culture of passive participants. As a result of this, 
some unions seem to be “ programming” students 
instead of getting them actively involved in partici­
pating, creating, developing, and running programs. 
The transformation of college resident halls into facil­
itators that focus student interest on building and 
creating living-learning environments has succeeded 
in competing with the union on the program front.
In the midst of this decline many colleges have 
asked themselves the question — should other stu­
dent programs and services also be housed in the 
union as a center for human development? Many 
campuses around the country have adopted this 
idea. It may well be the wave of the future.
— Keynote Address. Burns B. Crookston. 51st an­








Durham has approximately 5,000 residents. Its geo­
graphic area encompasses 16,300 acres, of which 1,408 
acres are water. The University of New Hampshire owns 
3,500 acres within the town. There are 56 miles of 
roads; 11 miles of gravel roads. Durham’s altitude 
ranges from sea level to a maximum of 291 feet; the 
average is about 81 feet above sea level. The climate is 
typical of New England.
Durham began a new stage of growth when the New 
Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts 
moved here from Hanover in 1893. The number of 
students increased from the original enrollment of 100 
to about 800 in 1920, and in 1923 New Hampshire 
College became the University of New Hampshire. From 
that time on, the town of Durham has grown simulta­
neously with the University.
Reprinted by permission of the League of Women Voters of Durham 
from their booklet, “ This is Durham. ”
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Right: Olympic Oil Refineries presents its 
case to the people of Durham. Below 
Right: Robert L. Greene, V.P. of Purvin & 
Gertz, one of Olympic’s consultants. Be­
low, Far Right: Nicholas Papanicolaou, V.P. 











Duke Ellington in Concert
The "A " Train came to Snively Arena early in the 
year.
Note: The jazz world mourned the loss of the Duke when he passed away May 24, 
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The Wildcat football team in a strange set of ups 
and downs finished with their second straight 4-5 
season.
Honors of the year go to co-captains Rick Langlois 
(linebacker) and Dave Giguere (defensive guard) who 
made the All-Yankee 1st Conference first team.
And certainly the best game of the season had to 
be the surprising 10-9 victory over Dartmouth Col­
lege. It was UNH’s first win over the Big Green in 16 
years (and Dartmouth did go on to win this year’s Ivy 
League title.). With only 18 minutes left in the game, 
Dartmouth had a 9-0 lead, but the Wildcats respond­
ed to the pressure of the situation. Dan Losano had a 
spectacular 100 yard kick off return. Langlois 
blocked a Big Green field goal attempt and Brad 
Yurek returned the blocked kick 58 yards. Dave Teg- 
gart kicked a 30 yard field goal to provide UNH with a 
10-9 hard-fought victory.
The one Big disappointment of the season was the 
loss to Rhode Island. The Wildcats had been in a 
strong position to challenge the Yankee Conference 
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Marked by an organized offense and strong teamwork, the 
Wildcat soccer team finished with their third winning season 
in a row.
Freshman forward Bob Black was the outstanding player 
for the team and second in Yankee Conference scoring with 
11 goals. Wing Don Curtis scored seven times during the 
season assisted on four by Black.
Coached by Don Heyliger, senior goalie Jim Mueller served 
his third year as co-captain of the team and has been named 
outstanding goalie in the Yankee Conference for the last 
three years.
Another outstanding player of the season was Dave Teg- 
gart who both scored for the Booters and served as place- 
kicker for the Wildcat football team.
With many underclassmen returning and the addition of 


















UNH OPP UNH OPP
0 Gorham 1 61 Gorham 30
4 Worcester 0 51 Salem 30
3 Bridgewater 1 45 Keene 39
4 Northeastern 4 59 Plymouth 33
5 Bates 4 50 Massachusetts 34
1 Springfield 4 33 Federal City 48
53 Keene 52
Won Lost Tied 31 Northeastern 52
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Despite the heartbreak of the playoffs, UNH is still number 
one to New Hampshire hockey fans . . . and the statistics 
prove it.
Both goalie Cap Raeder and forward Gordie Clark made All 
American team, All ECAC Division 1, and All New England. 
Clark was named the best forward in New England and the 
Most Valuable Player. UNH’s Cliff Cox was the leading scorer 
in Division 1, Jamie Hislop was second, while Clark tied for 
third. Raeder had the lowest goals against average in the 
country — 2.64 per game.
But the laurels do not belong just to the players — Coach 
Charlie Holt was named University Division Coach of the 
Year for the second time in six years.
Attending hockey games has become a ritual on the UNH 
campus, but the four hour wait in line and struggle for the 
best vantage point in Snively Arena was proved worthwhile 
by the 22-9 season. The team struggled against tragedy and 
player injuries to become first in Division 1. It was the first 
time the Wildcats had ever made the playoffs and received 
the home ice advantage they were striving for. But the 
amazing team statistics say more than the final tragic 6-7 
playoff score.
Captain Gordie Clark echoed the philosophy of the team: 
“ We never set our objectives for games. We say This is what 
we want to do.’ Then we go out and try to do it.”
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After only 11 games the Wildcat hockey team was beset 
with tragedy by the death of Warren Brown. The sophomore 
left wing had shown a great deal of promise with his seven 
goals, four assists for a total of eleven points.
On December 21 following a 5-4 victory at Boston College 
three players — Warren Brown, Dave Bertollo, and Jim Harvie 
— left for their Ontario homes for Christmas. Two hours later 
a truck crashed into their car on the Massachusetts Turn­
pike. In the resulting fire and explosion all three were 
burned. Twenty hours later Warren Brown died. Bertollo and 
Harvie suffered burns to the face and hands, but were able 






IN MEMORIAM — Warren Brown
Gymnastics Swimming
UNH OPP UNH OPP
132 Boston State 131 37 Keene 82
126 Plymouth 98 52 Rhode Island 58
133 Lowell Tech 118 23 Connecticut 69
131 MIT 119 57 Brandeis 55
20 Maine 91
Won Lost 25 Massachusetts 75
4 0 39 Bowdoin 69
33 Vermont 76





UNH OPP UNH OPP
39 Holy Cross 9 15 Maine 64
12 MIT 27 13 Dartmouth 67
15 Mass. Maritime 27 13 Massachusetts 64
25 Plymouth 18 28 Rhode Island 76
38 Rhode Island College 6 63 Tufts 50
20 Maine 22 36 Bowdoin 82
5 Massachusetts 38
27 Connecticut 10 Yankee Conference — 7th place
35 Lowell Tech 11 New England’s — 12th place




The highlight of the 1974 spring Rugby 
season was a 14 day competitive trip to 
England.
The tour group was comprised of 43 
members — 37 of which were players. The 
small town of Bingley, Yorkshire served as 
the gracious host of the American contin­
gent.
The UNH club learned much from its 
hosts on the playing field. Compiling a 2-9 
record for the trip, each UNH side picked 
up a win. The New Hampshire "A ” team 
won a 20-3 decision over Bingley College, 
while the “ B” side earned a hard fought 6- 
4 victory over Skipton. Despite playing a 
rough schedule of up to three games in 
three days UNH managed to hold its own.
In the fall of 1973 UNH had its best 
season. Opening the season with just two 
days of practice behind them, they 
dropped a close game to UMass 6-0. The 
“ A” team went on to win the rest of its 
games to post a 7-1 record. The “ B” team 





UNH v. Bates 15-0 15-3 
UNH v. Keene 15-0 15-6
UNH v. U.Me. Machias 15-6 15-2 
UNH v. U.Me. Farmington 15-5 15-6 
UNH v. U.Me. Orono 15-11 1-15 15-8 
UNH v. Salem 15-5 15-0 
UNH v. Northeastern 15-11 15-10 
UNH v. Nazarene 15-8 15-5 
UNH v. Springfield 16-18 13-15 
UNH v. Boston State 15-3 10-14 (time) 14-16
UNH v. Springfield 5-15 6-15
UNH v. U.Me. Orono — Championship 15-8 18-16
Women’s Lacrosse
UNH v. Radcliffe 6-1 
UNH v. U.Me. Port.-Gor. 13-1 
UNH v. Rhode Island 9-4 
UNH v. Bowdoin 7-5 
UNH v. Northeastern 9-4 








UNH v. Radcliffe 42-62 
UNH v. U. Me. 24-115 
UNH v. Northeastern 37-67 











The Wildcat basketball team, completing its best sea­
son ever, finished with a 16-9 record. Coach Gerry 
Friers squad clinched third place in the Yankee Confer­
ence with an 8-4 mark.
Senior Erie Feragne, the five-ten guard, finished as 
the team’s leading scorer with 365 points. Feragne 
became the fifth player in UNH history to score 1000 
points in his career, and ended in fourth place on the 
all-time scoring list.
Feragne was the recipient of the Bob Cousy Award, 
given at the New England Basketball Writers Banquet in 
March. The Cousy Award is presented to the best player 
in New England under six feet tall. At the team’s ban­
quet in April, Feragne was presented with the John B. 
Parker Memorial Award which is presented annually to a 
UNH “ athlete, sportsman, and gentleman.”
Seniors Lon Cohen and captain Rick Minkwitz fine 
rebounding work contributed heavily to UNH’s success.
Sophomore Wayne Morrison surpassed the 700 point 
career mark, and looms as a threat to take over the top 
spot next year as a junior. Morrison is 550 points away 
from the pinnacle.
Center Rich Gale led a January assault which earned 
him the Manchester Union Leader’s Athlete of the 
Month Award.
UNH came up with many clutch efforts in the season. 
For the first time since 1958, the Wildcats defeated 
Rhode Island, and in 1973-74 they did it twice — the 
first time in twenty years.
Three times UNH went into overtime, and two of those 
three were double overtime sessions. UNH beat 
Brandeis and St. Anselm’s but were defeated by Boston 
College.
Erie Feragne stood out in the Holy Cross game. With 
only two seconds left in the game, Feragne hurled a 
desperation shot from 47 feet out which banked off the 
backboard and through the net for the deciding points 






76 St. Anselm’s 58








56 Boston College (OX) 57
57 Boston University 56
53 Massachusetts 72
63 Brandeis (2-OT) 55
60 Rhode Island 55
63 St. Anselm’s (2-OT) 61
62 Connecticut 72
72 Boston University 70
68 Holy Cross 67
65 Northeastern 67
63 Dartmouth 61












16 Boston College 3








18 Holy Cross 7
8 Holy Cross 7
0 Rhode Island 1





















14 Holy Cross 8
Track
UNH v. MIT 101-53 
UNH v. Bowdoin 74-79 
Triangular Meet
UNH v. UMass. v. UVM 39-120-33 
UNH v. Maine 50-104 
UNH v. Springfield 42-111 
UNH v. Rhode Island 58-91 
Yankee Conference — 5th place 










UNH-412 v. St. Anselm’s-406 v. 
Nichols College-419 
Yankee Conference  m 5th place 
New England’s — 21st place 
Yankee Conference  —  5th place 
UNH-492 v. Rhode Island-480 v. 
Holy Cross-487 v. Amherst College- 
490





























Student Trustee — 
Allen Bridle
Governor Meldrim Thomson’s nomination of 
Allen Bridle as the student trustee for 1973-74 
came as a surprise to many people. It violated an 
understanding which called for rotation of the 
student seat on the Board of Trustees of the 
University between the three campuses of Keene, 
Plymouth, and UNH at Durham. Bridle, a junior 
education major, was the second student in a row 
from PSC to serve a one-year term as student 
trustee.
Following the nomination the three student 
presidents, Paul Tosi from UNH, Peter Ramsey of 
Keene and Peter Cofran of Plymouth, expressed 
“ shock and anger” at the governor’s “ total 
disregard of the tradition of nomination of a 
student to the UNH Board of Trustees.”
When the first student representative to the 
Board was chosen in 1971, there was an unwritten 
agreement between Governor Walter Peterson and 
then UNH Student Body President Charles Leocha, 
who initiated the idea, that for the next three years 
the student trustee would be chosen on a rotation 
basis.
David Gagne from Keene served in 1971-72, and 
was followed by Charles Wood from Plymouth in 
1972-73. It was understood that the next trustee 
would be from UNH, but apparently it was not to 
be.
Many on the Durham campus felt that the issue 
went back to the spring of 1973 when the Board of 
Trustees recognized the Gay Students 
Organization (GSO). Governor Thomson said at 
that time that the University was not to be a 
“ rehabilitation center for sexual deviants,” and 
asked that all the trustees who had voted to 
recognize the GSO as a student organization 
resign.
Student Body President Paul Tosi spoke out in 
favor of the GSO recognition, against the 
governor, and in so doing may well have destroyed 
his own chances of being the next student to 
occupy a seat on the Board.
"I would have been more favorably impressed if I 
had heard a loud and clear condemnation by 
them, the student leaders, of the trustees’ approval 
of the gay club at the University," Thomson said, 
after the three student body presidents criticized 
his nomination of Bridle.
Technically, Thomson was not bound to honor 
the agreement made in 1971. He was free to 
choose anyone he felt was qualified for the 
position. He had indicated earlier that he thought it 
only fair that the students select their own 
representative, rather than be appointed by the 
governor.
When the time came for a new student trustee to 
be chose, however, Thomson nominated Bridle. 
Bridle was not selected from a list of candidates 
submitted to the Governor by the student 
government, as the previous two trustees were 
chosen.
Ironically, the one student who could have the 
most influence in reforming the trustee-selection 
procedure was the one most opposed to doing so. 
Bridle had no use for the rotation system of 
selecting student trustees, and said he did not 
consider his nomination a violation of any 
agreement. He also did not believe the trustee 
should be elected by the students because he did 
not feel that they were responsible enough to elect 
their own trustee and should not be given credit 
for a maturity they did not possess.
It wasn’t hard to see how Bridle had been 
Thomson’s choice. He felt his first obligation was
to represent the views of the governor. His second 
obligation was to the state, and his third was to the 
students.
The student trustee made his opposition to the 
GSO known right from the start, by saying he 
would not have voted in favor of the Board of 
Trustees’ recognition of the gay organization. He 
invalidated this statement in October, however, 
when he said he would bring a resolution to the 
next meeting of the Board of Trustees challenging 
the recognition of the organization of gay students 
on the Durham campus. The reason for his sudden 
move to ban the GSO on the UNH campus was his 
belief that the gay students were not adhering to 
“ generally accepted standards of conduct.”
In Bridle’s view, the organization did not stick to 
these "acceptable standards” when it sponsored a 
dance in the Memorial Union on November 9. After 
the dance the Board of Trustees put a temporary 
restraint on the GSO, forbidding the organization 
from holding any “ social functions’’ until a legal 
opinion on their actions was obtained. The Board 
voted 17 to 2 in favor of delegating decisions on 
what constitutes "social functions" to the 
University Administration; Bridle was one of the 
two trustees who voted against the motion.
Speaking at Opening Convocation, Paul Tosi 
told students, "If Mr. Bridle wants to join us in 
working towards a better University, then we will 
welcome his cooperation. However, if he does not 
represent the view of the students, then we will be 
obliged to let it be known that he is not our 
representative, and at that point we will work 
harder to represent our views. And so we will 
watch Allen Bridle very carefully this year.”
True to Tosi’s watchful warning, the student 
government did keep an eye on Allen’s actions. On
November 14, three days before Bridle had 
planned to make a motion to the Board asking that 
official recognition of the GSO be withdrawn, the 
Student Caucus passed a motion calling for 
Bridle’s resignation as student trustee. “ He is not, 
by his own decree, representative of the students 
of this University; further, we cannot allow Mr. 
Bridle to support the violation of the rights of 
students of this University any longer.”
Bridle did not resign, but he later changed his 
way of thinking about some issues, although not 
the GSO. Originally opposed to 24-hour parietals 
when he first became the student trustee, in the 
winter he himself sponsored a motion calling for 
24-hour visitation in all dorms on the three 
campuses. He also spoke out against proposed 
room and board increases at Durham, although 
outvoted by the Board on this.
Still, students at UNH still remembered the way 
he was selected to be the student representative 
to the Board. In April, student leaders from the 
three campuses drew up a proposal for the 
selection of the next student trustee. The 
resolution proposed that five students from 
Durham be selected as candidates for the trustee 
position, and the governor would then select one 
of the nominees.
The motion was made for the academic year 
1974-75, but was designed to serve as a precedent 
for rotation between the three colleges; the 
groundwork for changes in the state laws 
concerning the student trustee.
—Karen Westerberg




On Sunday, February 17 the Gay Students Or­
ganization (GSO) asked the Student Caucus for 
Student Activity Tax monies to fund their organiza­
tion.
One week later the Caucus denied the request. 
The reason being the Caucus felt the gay students 
represented their own special interest and did not 
serve the entire student body.
At the same meeting the Caucus denied further 
funds for the Black Student Union (BSU). Caucus 
members felt the entire student body was not 
served by this organization.
Both organizations were told however that they 
were eligible to apply for funds from the newly 
established “ slush fund” . The fund is to be used 
by recognized student organizations who do not 
have SAT funding. Organizations borrow the mon­
ey for their program, if there is a profit on the 
event the money goes back into the fund, if the 
program is a loser, the fund absorbs the loss.
Will the GSO and the BSU be able to survive 
with this sort of funding? It depends upon the 
decision makers of the Program Fund.
The Student Caucus
Thomas N. Bonner 
President 
of the University
The memory of collegiate student bodies, an­
nually lobotimized by graduation, is brief. Today 
only seniors can remember the inauspicious begin­
ning of Thomas Bonner’s term at UNH, the uproar 
which followed the appointment of the one-time 
McGovern aide and University of Cincinnati pro­
vost to the UNH presidency on April 7, 1971. On 
the floor of the U.S. Senate, New Hampshire Sena­
tor Norris Cotton said the appointment was a “ stab 
in the back” and a “ blow to . . . everyone of us 
here who is striving to promote peace and decent 
respect for authority.” The Manchester Union 
Leader, which would plague Bonner throughout 
his career in New Hampshire, said Bonner was 
“ more dangerous than kill-your-parents leftist Jerry 
Rubin.”
“ He will create a new leftist brain trust in your 
university,” the paper quoted one unidentified 
source. “ In the end he will destroy your most 
precious possession — your child” it quoted an­
other. Between his appointment in April and Bon­
ner’s threatened libel suit against the paper in 
August, the Manchester Union Leader heaped an 
estimated 25,000 words of abuse on the new presi­
dent. It was, Newsweek, reported, “ one of the 
most brutal newspaper assaults ever directed at a 
U.S. university official.”
The hostility was an indication of what Bonner 
perceived at the outset as the institution’s most 
serious problem: lack of public support. The pas­
sage by the Legislature on the day Bonner as­
sumed office — of a $27.1 million budget for the 
System, which was low enough to inspire vague
talk about UNH becoming a private institution, 
further demonstrated the institution’s lack of popu­
larity.
To counter this sentiment Bonner embarked on 
a campaign, which continued throughout his ad­
ministration, to improve the University’s image. 
Most importantly, he re-emphasized the Univer­
sity’s commitment as a land-grant institution to 
serve the state. “ What I see,” he said in his 
inaugural address, “ is a rebirth of the land-grant 
idea of university and state working closely togeth­
er again to make both greater.”
Furthermore, he increased direct communication 
with the public circumnavigating the Union Leader. 
Bonner made, by his own count, 219 public ap­
pearances around the state, held weekly press 
conferences, wrote a weekly newsletter to 6000 
“ friends of the University,” and established a 
“ public information” office in Concord (a main 
purpose of which was to make state legislators 
more favorable disposed to the University).
Despite Bonner’s public service rhetoric 
throughout his first year in the presidency, not 
much progress was made toward that end until the 
summer of 1972 when Bonner proposed the estab­
lishment of the New School of Continuing Studies. 
Intended for adults and young people remote from 
the University and state colleges, the School “ put 
flesh on the much-discussed idea of taking the 
University to the people of the state,” he said. 
Furthermore he put a high priority on hiring full­
time faculty at the Merrimack Valley Branch and 
hastening the day when the Branch would open its
new campus in Manchester. Ever alert to public 
opinion, Bonner pointed out that MVB being in an 
urban area “ will certainly have immeasurable im­
pact on the way the University is viewed in the 
state.”
The success of Bonner’s campaign to popularize 
the University was evident in the 1973 session of 
the Legislature. In spite of the election of Meldrim 
Thomson, Jr., long considered a foe of the Univer­
sity, to the governorship, the system came out with 
a $35.6 million biennial operating budget — in­
cluding a $50 reduction in resident tuition (the 
second in two years) and a six percent pay raise 
for faculty and administrators. Bonner, who was 
directing the budget effort, collapsed from exhaus­
tion in the last days of the session, just before he 
was to testity at a key meeting of legislators. Had 
he not been confined to a hospital bed, he said 
later, the University might have gained half a mil­
lion to a million dollars more than it ultimately got. 
But even as it stood, Bonner said frequently in the 
aftermath, the budget was a “ major victory for the 
friends of higher education.”
The Bonner administration’s emphasis on ex­
panding educational opportunity in the state had 
its greatest impact on the Durham campus in its 
proposal of an open admissions policy which, 
when instituted in the fall of 1974, will allow part 
time students to attend day courses previously 
available only to students working towards a bach­
elor degree. Bonner called the policy, which was 
approved by the University Senate, “ perhaps the
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most important change in educational policy at 
UNH in the last ten years.”
It was to the University Senate that Bonner an­
nounced March 4 his intention to leave the Univer­
sity to take the presidency of Union College. “ Per­
sonal reasons,” the desire for a “ new professional 
challenge,” and a “ general sense of exhaustion,” 
were the factors he listed in his decision. In addi­
tion, he told a reporter for the Chronicle of Higher 
Education, he foresaw the Trustees becoming an 
increasingly conservative body. “ I can fight the 
Union Leader and the governor and other critics in 
the state,” he said, “ but no president can fight his 
own board of trustees.“
Reviewing the three years of his administration 
for the Senate, Bonner said the most important 
change was the emergence of service and the 
spread of educational opportunity as the Univer­
sity’s primary obligations. “ This change in atti­
tude,” he said, “ has meant, in turn, a renewed 
public understanding and support of our state 
system of higher education in New Hampshire.” 
“ We have overcome our critics, by taking the 
University to the people, confronting our critics, 






Our election laws and traditions 
reflect the country as it was dec­
ades ago. The time has come to 
ask some basic questions.
How long should elected officials serve?
Is there still a need for the electoral college? 
Should taxpayers foot the bill for election cam­
paigns?
Does our present system truly provide one vote for 
each person?
Is our political structure so big that officials are too 
far from those who elect them?
The ideal
A nation in which those elect­
ed truly represent the will of 
those who elected them — for 
the good of all.


Organizations: A Source of Involvement
Organizations at UNH stand out as a means to 
“ get away” from academic pressure. But students 
still find they can develop their skills, or pursue 
their interests without neglecting academics. Stu­
dents can become involved as much or as little as 
they want. Participation in student organizations 
can be as outgoing as racing a car, or can be as 
reserved as playing chess.
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Opportunities to do 
what you want to do . . .
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Sometime in late June, a moving van loaded with 
the furniture, books and papers of the University of 
New Hampshire’s 15th president will pull away 
from the large red brick house on Main Street in 
Durham. On that day, the University will know that 
Thomas Bonner’s tumultuous three-year term, one 
of the briefest in the institution’s history, has en­
ded.
But while Bonner moves into his new home on 
the campus of Union College in Schenectady, 
N.Y., the University will still face pressing ques­
tions about its future leadership. But more signifi­
cantly, the UNH Board of Trustees for the first time 
is searching for a chancellor, a new position hur­
riedly approved in the Special Session after Bon­
ner announced his resignation March 4.
No official description of the job yet exists but its 
general nature is clear. The chancellor, as chair­
man of the high-level Administrative Board which 
includes the University president and the presi­
dents of Keene and Plymouth State Colleges, will 
be the chief officer of the educational behemoth 
known as the University of New Hampshire Sys­
tem. He will be, as stated in an amendment to the 
Trustee by-laws proposed by the Administrative 
Board, responsible for the “ general supervision of 
all colleges, schools, divisions and departments; 
for the planning of future growth and educational 
programs needed by the state; and for all matters 
pertaining to the general welfare of the University 
System.’’
In a real but informal sense, the System already 
had a chancellor in Thomas Bonner. When the 
Trustees appointed him to the University presiden-
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cy in 1971, they stipulated that he press ahead 
with developing the System. Simply stated, that 
meant increasing coordination and planning be­
tween the University and the two state colleges, all 
of which were placed under a common board of 
trustees by the New Hampshire legislature in 1963. 
Fulfilling the charge, Bonner quickly moved Aca­
demic Vice-President Eugene Mills to the freshly- 
created position of provost; since 1971, Mills has 
had responsibility for the day to day operation of 
the Durham campus. Last November, Mills joined 
the Administrative Board as the voting representa­
tive of the University, permitting Bonner to take a 
more neutral and chancellor-like stance in the 
consideration of System matters.
In addition, Bonner created entirely apart from 
the University a new School of Continuing Studies 
which administrators like to say “ has the entire 
state as its campus.” To improve planning, he 
established 11 System Councils which he con­
cedes have had dubious success due to lack of 
staff support. Last month he donoted with Trustee 
approval six administrators as System officers. 
Since these bureaucrats bear no allegiance to any 
single campus in the system, most will soon move 
to Lee in the new Systems headquarters.
Among Bonner’s most significant Systems suc­
cesses, as he himself claims, is the $35.6 million 
budget won from the state in 1973. That was the 
largest percentage increase the University had re­
ceived for years.
On the other hand, many agree that Bonner’s 
most spectacular System failure was an attempt 
early in his administration to appoint a Vice Presi­
dent of University Relations at $30,000 a year to 
further communication both within the System and 
with the New Hampshire public at large. Amidst 
much publicity, the plan was halted at the outset 
by the Trustees.
Yet through all of this System activity, Bonner, 
by virtue of his title, had been the chief adminis­
trative officer of the Durham campus alone. He 
was still officer in Thompson Hall, the massive 
stone edifice which has housed a strictly Durham 
administration since 1893. By law he was still di­
rectly responsible for the welfare of the in­
stitutions. As Bonner himself has said on a number 
of occasions, the dual role he played possessed 
an inherent conflict of interests and made murky 
the lines of administrative authority.
In spite of the problems with Bonner’s dual 
administration, splitting the roles to make a chan­
cellorship was a distant and infrequently discussed 
objective, before Bonner told the state he would 
seek a “ new professional challenge” at Union. 
Bonner did not include chancellorship in ten 
“ short-term” (one year) goals he submitted to the 
Trustees in November. Rather, he perceived it as a 
long-term thing, five years in the future.
“ Chancellor” is an unpleasant word in academic 
circles. Other states — Maine, for instance — have 
followed the chancellor route by inserting a new 
layer of bureaucracy between their state univer­
sities and legislatures, and reportedly have suf­
fered for it. One fear academicians have of chan­
cellorship is that decision-makers are removed 
from faculty and students, those most affected by 
administrative decisions. The institution risks be­
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coming increasingly insensitive to its main con­
stituents.
The System is not taking what many see as the 
last major step toward full Systemhood in seeking 
its first chancellor. The irony is that the step be­
came practical only after the man responsible for 
bringing the System to its current relatively coordi­
nated and oiled condition resigned.
Rumors that Thomas Bonner desired a parting 
with the University circulated on the campus a 
year before he announced he would leave. His 
unpopularity with conservatives in the state is well 
documented in the news articles and editorials of 
the Manchester Union Leader, which once called 
Bonner “ about as foolish a president as anyone 
has ever heard of.” Furthermore, he has not been 
close to Meldrim Thomson, who as a gubernatorial 
candidate in 1971 said he would do everything in 
his power to have Bonner’s appointment rescind­
ed.
At 50, Bonner is young for a university president. 
That, combined with his liberal politics, his vigor­
ous Kennedy-like image, has made him desired at 
other campuses. He says he received 50 job offers 
last year.
Bonner himself raised the question of resigna­
tion when, testifying at a hearing on the Univer­
sity’s budget in late 1972, he told Governor-elect 
Thomson he would gladly resign his position at the 
end of the lesiglative session “ if that is the will of 
the peoples’ representatives after they have pro­
vided full funding of the need outlined in his budg­
et.”
In February, the UNH student newspaper report­
ed Bonner was one of three prime candidates for 
the Union College presidency. A month later the 
Associated Press, reportedly tipped off pre­
maturely by a Union College press release re­
vealed on the morning of March 4 that Bonner 
would announce his resignation that afternoon. So 
it was to an unstartled University Senate that Bon­
ner made the brief statement of his imminent de­
parture. “ I go to a quieter and smaller campus with 
no regrets and a deep sense of pride in what has 
been accomplished,“ he said near his conclusion, 
then crossed the campus to make the same state­
ment to waiting newsmen.
Bonner had notified Trustee Chairman Philip 
Dunlap, of Hopkinton, the night before, about his 
decision. Dunlap says the idea of instituting a 
chancellorship never occurred to him until several 
days later when other trustees mentioned the pos­
sibility. As one trustee explained, Bonner’s resig­
nation “ presented a golden opportunity” to move 
ahead with the System’s long-range goal of chan­
cellorship.
But there was a problem, “ No where,” the 
Trustees’ legal counsel, Richard Morse, told a re­
porter, “ does New Hampshire law define a chief 
executive officer of the System.” Morse was con­
vinced the Trustees could not appoint a chancellor 
until the New Hampshire legislature amended state 
law to allow it. That meant waiting a year until the 
regular session of the legislature amended state 
law to allow it. That meant waiting a year until the 
regular session of the Legislature in 1975. Or, it 
meant squeezing the legislation into the Special 
Session. Dunlap was reluctant to do that, afraid
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the state’s representatives were already over­
burdened with emergency legislation.
However, the Trustees were encouraged by Gov­
ernor Thomson’s approval of chancellorship legis­
lation. Dunlap, himself a former president of the 
New Hampshire Senate, sounded out Speaker of 
the House, James O’Neil and the Senate president, 
David Nixon, who were also amenable to the pro­
posal. Because it was late in the session, they 
agreed the best course to follow would be amend­
ing a bill already under consideration. That bill, 
they decided in consultation with Senate Educa­
tion Committee Chairman Steven Smith, was 
House Bill 21, “ prohibiting the expenditure of pub­
lic moneys in non-public schools unless said 
schools have program approval by the department 
of education.”
Usually, when an amendment is attached to a 
bill, it is somehow germaine to the legislation. The 
only apparent tie between giving the Trustees the 
authority to appoint a chancellor and the original 
House Bill 21 was that both were concerned with 
education. But that was enough for the general 
court, which passed the amendment without de­
bate with four days remaining in the Special Ses­











Richard Andersen Belinda Atkins Daniel Bascom Kenneth Beaulieu Mark Butterick David Buxton
A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Animal Science A.A.S. Plant Science A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Animal Science A.A.S. Forestry
Jonathan Chace Mark Chekos Sharon Colburn Drew Crawford Tom Crosby James Dantuono
A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Animal Science A.A.S. Wild Life A.A.S. Animal Science A.A.S. Wild Life
Kenneth Demers John Digangi George Doyle Daniel Frisella Mark Gardner Anthony Gillespie
A.A.S. Ap. Bus. Mgt. A.A.S. Food Mgt. A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Animal Science
Cindy Hallett Charles Hardy Richard Hiller Bill Holiday Roberta Hubbard Wayne Lafountain
A.A.S. Food Mgt. A.A.S. Plant Science A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Food Mgt. A.A.S. Ap. Bus. Mgt. A.A.S. Food Mgt.
Merton Lovell John Machell James McLaughlin Frank Mitchell




A.A.S. Ap. Bus. Mgt.
David Perkins David Pickering Robert Pitman Roxanne Rorer Donald Ross Edward Shuman
A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Ap. Bus. Mgt. A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Ap. Bus. Mgt.
Paul Stevens David Taricani Theodore Taylor Michael Turner Roberta Tuttle Beth Wood
A.A.S. Soil and Water A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Forestry A.A.S. Animal Science A.A.S. Animal Science
Donald Wood Susan Yuskiewicz




Leon Abbott Lynn Abbott Betsy Achber Vaughn Ackermann James Adams Jennifer Adams
B.S. Physical Education B.S. Nutrition and Diet B.A. Political Science B.A. English Literature B.A. El. Ed. B.A. English Literature
Elaine Adler Ann Agather Rosey Akonteh Nan Aldrich Pamela Alexander Daniel Allaire
B.A. Social Service B.S. Home Economics B.A. Political Science B.S. Home Economics B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Administration
James Allard Carol Anderson Jane Anderson Joan Anderson Kay Anderson Dianne Andrews
B.A. History B.A. Social Service B.S. Nursing B.S. Medical Technology B.A. English Teaching B.A. Social Service
Martha Andrews Alan Andrian Marilyn Anthony Ann Archambault Norman Archambault Gayle Arnold
B.S. Nutrition and Diet B.A. Zoology B.A. Psychology B.A. Social Service B.A. Zoology B.A. Social Service
Paul Asselin John Athans Diane Atkins JudyAubin Carol Ausfeld John Ayer
B.S. Administration B.S. Chemistry B.S. O.T. B.S. Mathematics B.A. Psychology B.S. Mathematics
Mary Ayotte Lawrence Babine Jr. Mark Bachelder Deborah Bacos Susan Bailey
B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration B.S. Hotel Administration B.A. English Literature B.A. English Literature
David Baillargeon 
B.S. Chemistry
Glenn Baird Beverley Baker John Baker Marcia Baker Darlene Bakes Nancy Balcom
B.S. Civil Engineering B.A. Zoology B.S. Forestry B.A. English Teaching B.A. The Arts b .A. Social Service
Joyce Baldridge Bruce Ballard Gregory Banks Russell Barden David Barka Lisa Barnes
B.A. Microbiology B.S. Administration B.A. History B.S. Animal Science B.A. Zoology B.A. The Arts
Marcia Baron Ralph Barr Anne Barrett Donna Barrett Timothy Barretto Judith Barrows
B.S. Mathematics B.A. Economics B.S. Recreation and Parks B.S. Nursing B.A. English Literature B.S. Home Economics
Karen Barteau Sharon Bartlett Thomas Bartlett Brenda Barton Evelyn Batchelder Craig Batley
B.A. The Arts B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration B.A. Biology B.A. Communications B.S. Entomology
Robert Battles Charles Baven John Beaudoin Margaret Beaulieu Francine Beaupry Maureen Begonis
B.M. Music Theory B.A. History B.S. Chemistry B.S. Medical Technology B.A. Comm. Disorders B.A. Social Service
Stephen Behringer David Belcourt Ida Bell Kathleen Bell Joanne Benachowski Paul Benham
B.A. Sociology B.S. Recreation and Parks B.S. Nursing B.A. Sociology B.S. Medical Technology B.S. Civil Engineering
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Robert Bennett Susan Bent Dirk Berdan Edward Bergen Jr. Jon Bergeron Peter Bergeron
B.A. Psychology B.A. Social Service B.S. Wild Life B.A. Zoology B.S. Administration B.S. Administration
Ted Bergeron Gerard Bergevin Janet Berhang Charles Beringer Barry Berlin Mary Kay Berry
B.A. Communications B.A. History B.S. Animal Science B.A. Zoology B.S. Hotel Administration B.A. Microbiology
Richard Berry Christina Bertogli Joan Bessom Gregory Betts Donna Bieniek Thomas Biggelow
B.S. Hotel Administration B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Medical Technology B.A. Sociology B.A. Social Service B.S. Administration
Allan Bigonia Raymond Bilodeau Marie Birnbaum Wendy Bishop George Bisson Estelle Bjune
B.S. Administration B.A. Sociology B.A. French B.A. Chemistry B.A. Sociology, Psychology B.S. Administration
Donald Blais Cliff Blake Carol Blanchard Linda Bland Fredrick Blodgett Jon Bodwell
B.M. Piano B.A. Communications B.A. Spanish B.A. Zoology B.S. Mech. Eng. B.S. General Studies
Jacqueline Boeggeman Richard Boire Gerald Boisvert Kerby Boland Patricia Boland John Bongiovanni
B.A. Zoology B.S. Administration B.S. Mech. Eng. B.A. History, Pol. Science B.A. El. Ed. B.A. Political Science
Ronald Bolduc Douglas Boothby Lisa Bouchard Neal Boucher Elizabeth Boughton Roland Boulanger
B.S. Administration B.A. Sociology B.S. Home Economics B.S. Prevet B.S. Administration B.A. Zoology
David Bouldin Andrea Bowen Jonathan Bowie Deborah Boyd Elizabeth Bradford Roberta Bradley
B.A. Political Science b .S. Forestry B.S. Hotel Administration B.S. Home Economics B.A. Psychology B.A. The Arts
Karen Brady Karen Braeder Mary Brassil Maura Brassil
B.A. French B.A. English Literature B.A. Psychology B.A. Philosophy
Robert Brecknock Rebecca Bregar
B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Home Economics
Sharon Brennan Rosemary Breslin Shawn Brinsfield Gary Brodeur Michael Brooks Philip Brooks
B.A. El. Ed. B.A. El. Ed. B.A. Psychology B.A. Economics, Zoology B.S. Administration B.S. Wild Life
Susan Brophy Donald Brough Cynthia Brown Karen Brown Margarita Brown Wendell Brown
B.A. Political Science B.A. English Literature B.S. Music Education B.S. Home Economics B.S. Prevet B.S. Civil Engineering
David Brownell Carol Brunelle Jeffrey Bryan Catherine Brzozowski Nancy Buinicky Richard Bunstein
B.A. Political Science B.A. English Teaching B.S. Forestry B.A. Social Service B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration
Lois Burke Richard Burke Lisa Burkhard Mark Burkush Karen Burnett Martha Burney
B.A. Comm. Disorders B.S. Administration B.A. Comm. Disorders B.S. Hotel Administration B.S. Physical Ed. B.A. English Literature
Bruce Bushman Christine Bushway Gail Bussiere Walter Buzandwski Jan Byram Lorraine Cadwallader
B.S. Hotel Administration B.S. Home Economics B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Administration B.A. Social Service B.A. El. Ed.
Robert Cadwallader John Cafasso Steven Calawa Paul Calvo Roger Calza Debra Campanella
B.A. Sociology B.S. Administration B.A. Zoology B.S. Administration B.S. Animal Science B.A. Comm. Disorders
Catherine Campbell Therese Caouette Susan Capasso Deborah Caplis Cynthia Carignan Ronald Carlson
B.A. Psychology B.A. The Arts B.A. Elementary Education B.S. Mathematics B.A. Social Service B.A. English Literature
Wayne Carpenter Brenda Carr Daniel Carr Deborah Carr Nelson Carter Stephen Carter
B.A. Psychology B.S. Animal Science B.S. Geology b .A. Spanish B.A. Political Science B.S. Mech. Eng.
Susan Cartier Robert Caruso Judith Carver Margaret Cassedy Pamela Cassett Wanda Caswell
B.A. Philosophy B.A. Zoology B.S. Nursing B.A. English Literature B.S. Home Economics B.A. History, Poli. Sci.
Kathleen Cauley Lynda Caza Evelyn Chadwick Steven Chadwick Christine Chamberlain Robert Chamberlain
B.S. Chemistry B.S. Med. Technology B.S. Med. Technology B.S. Administration B.S. Environ. Cons. B.A. German
Marc Champagne Pik Chan Bradford Chandler Bruce Chapell George Charcalis Robert Charest
B.S. Mathematics B.A. Sociology B.S. Botany B.S. Environ. Cons. B.S. Hotel Administration B.M. Music Theory
Virginia Christie Charlene Chulada Rebecca Clairmont Mary Clancy Christine Clapp Emogene Clark
B.A. The Arts b .S. O. T. B.S. Physical Education B.S. O. T. B.S. Recreation and Parks B.A. Social Service
Eugene Clark III Janice Clark Paul Clark Sylvia Clark Margot Clement Cotton Cleveland













Trudy Clews Janet Clough Sheryl Clough Patricia Cobb Wendy Coffin Donald Cohen
B.S. Home Economics B.A. English Literature B.A. El. Ed. B.A. Social Service B.A. Zoology B.S. Hotel Administration
Mary Collazzo Arthur Collins James Collins Richard Comeau Denise Condon Peter Conforti
B.S. Prevet B.S. Electrical Engineering B.S. Administration B.S. Entomology B.A. Psychology b .A. History
James Connelly James Conrad Richard Conti Laurie Conway Richard Conway Maureen Cooper
B.S. Administration B.A. History B.S. Physical Education B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration B.S. Home Economics
Margaret Corbet Sara Cornwall Barry Corriveau Bruce Corsetti Bruce Corson Nancy Costello
B.S. Nursing B.A. Psychology B.S. Medical Techonology B.A. Zoology B.S. Chemistry B.A. El. Ed.
Carol Cote Joyce Cote William Cote Sharon Cotton Margaret Coulombe Christina Couture
B.A. English B.A. Comm. Disorders B.A. Zoology B.A. French B.A. English Teaching B.A. El. Ed.
Victoria Covington Seth Cowan Deborah Cox Kenneth Cox Emilie Coyne Susan Crane
B.S. Mathematics B.S. Physics B.A. History b .A. Zoology B.S. Nursing B.S. Prevet
Stanley Cravens Robert Crawbuck Margaret Crawford Joan Cresta Cathleen Crist Sheila Cronin
B.A. History B.S. Administration B.S. O. T. B.A. El. Ed. B.A. English Literature B.S. Home Economics
Steven Cronin Elaine Croteau Barbara Cumming Stephen Cunliffe Karen Curtis Sharon Cutler
B.S. Administration B.S. Medical Technology B.S. Home Economics B.S. Wild Life B.A. Political Science B.S. Home Economics
Jacqueline Daigle Frederick Daley III John Daley Paul Damiano Susan Danner Bruce Davies
B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Elec. Eng. B.S. Mech. Eng. B.S. Animal Science B.S. Plant Science
Alan Davis Susan Davis Elizabeth Day Frederick Deane Sarah Dearborn Alan Decosta
B.S. Hotel Administration B.A. Zoology B.A. Psychology B.S. Hydrology B.A. English Literature B.A. English Literature
Suzanne Degoosh Janet Delaney John Demallie Dail Deming Martha Deming Kenneth Denham
B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. English Literature B.S. Economics B.A. Political Science B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration
Donna Desautels Robert Desharnais Richard Desrochers Hunting Deutsch W. Brent Diesel Patricia Dietch
B.A. Zoology B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Hotel Administration B.A. Economics B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. O. T.
Claudia Diotalevi Jack Dixon Richard Dobzelecki Donald Dodge Martha Does Alexandra Dolena
B.A. Social Service B.S. Botany B.S. Administration B.A. Political Science B.S. O. T. B.S. Art Education
Kathleen Doll Nancy Donadt Sandra Donahue Deborah Donaldson Christine Donegan Michael Donnelly
B.A. German B.A. Social Service B.A. Psychology B.A. Social Service B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Elec. Eng.
William Donoghue Nancy Douglas Mara Downes Kathleen Downs Susan Doyan Thomas Drewes









Kathryn Driscoll Michael DuBay Jr.
B.S. Hotel Administration B.A. Music, B.S. E.E
Linda Dugas Judith Dumart Laura Dundon David Dunfee Linda Dussault Ronald Dutil
B.A. Psych, El. Ed. B.A. Social Service B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Mech. Eng. B.S. Nursing b .A. Political Science
Robert Dwinal Jacqueline Dwyer Margery Eastman Joanne Eckhart Robin Ehrlich Wendy Elcome
B.S. Administration B.S. Animal Science B.A. Political Science B.S. Medical Technology B.A. Sociology B.A. Zoology
Deborah Eldridge Donna Elias Ernest Elliott Cynthia Ellis Lenita Ellis Constance Emery
B.S. Administration B.A. Zoology B.A. Econ., Poli. Sci. B.A. Social Service B.A. Political Science B.A. Psychology
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Eleanor Emery Ronald Emery Valerie Emery William Emery Elizabeth England Kenneth Epstein
B.S. Physical Education B.S. Administration B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Physical Education Administration
Phoebe Estes David Estey Anne Evensen Thomas Evans John Fabisak Susan Farman-Farmaia
B.S. Administration B.S. Elec. Eng. b .A. Humanities B.A. Political Science B.S. Chem. Eng. B.S. Mathematics
Margaret Favorite Sherry Fawcet Kevin Feeney Dawn Ferguson Ann Ferland Leslie Ferrero
B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. English Literature B.A. Psychology B.S. Nursing B.S. Home Economics B.A. Spanish
Richard Ferrini Diana Ferry David Field Jean Fifield Catherine Filloramo Joan Fink
B.S. Mathematics B.S. Hotel Administration B.S. Administration B.A. Social Service B.A. The Arts B.S. Nursing
Thomas Fleherty Christopher Fletcher Norman Fluet Natalie Flynn Thomas Flynn Elizabeth Foley
B.A. History B.A. Philosophy B.A. Psychology B.A. The Arts B.A. Social Service B.S. Mathematics
Eugene Foley John Fomous Catherine Foote David Foran Nancy Ford Jacqueline Forrest
B.S. Hotel Administration B.S. Forestry B.A. Biology B.S. Physical Education B.S. Botany B.A. Comm. Disorders
Richard Fortin Cynthis Foss Frederick Foss Joyce Foster Jackson Fowles Thomas Fox
B.S. Forestry B.A. German B.A. El. Ed B.A. El. Ed. B.A. English Literature B.S. Administration
Jane Fradette Thomas Francoeur Barbara Frangione Paula Frangos Lothar Franke William Franklin III
B.A. Comm. Disorders B.S. Hotel Ad. B.S. Hotel Ad. B.A. English Literature B.S. Chemistry B.A. Geography
Barbara Fraser Jamie French Edward Freni Dawn Freyler Janet Frost Linda Frost
B.A. Social Service B.A. The Arts B.S. Hotel Administratioi B.A. El. Ed. B.A. English Literature B.A. English Literature
Linda Fruci Harvey Frye Kristine Fulmur Paul Gaffuri Pauline Gagne Denise Gagnon
B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Administration B.S. Social Service B.A. Zoology B.A. El. Ed. B.A. El. Ed.
Donald Gagnon Raymond Gagnon Jr. Rochelle Gagnon Ellen Gallagher Kristine Gallinari Donna Gallup
B.A. Economics B.S. Administration B.A. Social Service B.S. Mathematics B.S. Home Economics B.A. English
Robin Gallup James Ganley Thomas Ganner Jr. Nash Garabedian Jr. Leslie Gardner Sherry Gardner
B.S. Nursing B.A. Geography B.A. Psychology B.S. Occupational Ed. B.S. Forestry B.A. Social Service
Daniel Garneau Susan Garrison Donna Gatti Raymond Gauthier Raymond Gauvin Joanne Gay
B.S. Mech. Eng. b .A. Poli. Sci., Econ. B.S. O. T. B.S. Mech Eng. B.S. Elec. Eng. B.A. French
Roger Gayer Guy Gelinas Kathleen Genimatas Nicholas Genimatas Michael Gerken Glenn Gerry
B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Wild Life B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration B.S. Elec. Eng. B.A. Zoology
Ann Getchell Maureen Giardi Edward Gigliotti David Giguere Margaret Gilbert Randy Girolimon
B.S. Home Economics B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Administration B.S. Administration B.S. O. T. B.S. Administration
James Givca Gail Glaser Randall Glickman Karen Glovinski Janis Gogan Berrey Golden













Stella Gorreck Caroline Goucher Kristie Gould Craig Grabowski Glenn Grande Stephen Grant
B.A. History B.S. O. T. B.A. The Arts B.A. Philosophy B.S. Administration B.A. History
Bernard Gray Gordon Gray Susan Green Ann Greenan Robert Greene Dennis Greenwood
B.S. Administration B.S. Prevet B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. English Literature B.S. Animal Science B.S. Elec. Eng.
Christie Gregg Ann Griswold David Groff Jeffrey Groman Ann Gruczka John Gruen
B.A. Political Science B.S. Nursing B.A. Poli. Sci., Psych. B.S. Environ. Cons. B.A. Social Service b .S. Rec. and Parks
Richard Guy 
B.S. Elec. Eng.
Burhan Haider Donetta Haley Edwin Hall





James Hal! Robert Hall Whitney Hall Mark Hamblett June Hamilton Richard Hamilton
B.S. Elec. Eng. B.S. Administration B.S. Civil Engineering B.A. History B.S. Hotel Administration B.A. Comm. Disorders
Grace Hammond John Hammond Jr. Lee Hancock Raymond Hanian Martha Hanlon Cynthia Hanson
B.A. English Teaching B.A. History B.A. Philosophy B.S. Administration B.S. Animal Science B.A. El. Ed.
Nancy Hapgood Shirley Harbour Barbara Hardy Cynthia Harmon Melvin Harris Jr. Michael Hart
B.A. Social Change B.S. Physical Education B.S. Botany B.S. Physical Education B.S. Administration B.A. Political Science
John Hartwell Mary Harty Sally Harwood Daphne Hatch Jonathan Haufler Trudy Hayes
B.A. Economics B.A. German B.A. Comm. Disorders B.A. Botany B.S. Wild Life B.A. Sociology
Joseph Heaney James Heard John Heath Elaine Hebert Frederick Hebert Philip Hebert
B.S. Environ. Cons. B.S. Chem. Eng. B.S. Mech. Eng. B.A. Psychology b .A. Political Science B.S. Mathematics
Laura Helff Stephen Helms Judith Henchy Nancy Henderson Vincent Hendrix Maureen Hensey
B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. El. Eng. B.A. Psychology B.S. Mathematics B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Home Economics
John Hennessey Marcia Hermsdorf James Hersey Paul Hersey Robert Heslop Judith Hewitt
B.S. Administration B.A. Social Service B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Environ. Cons. B.S. Plant Science B.S. Nursing
Ann Hickey William Hickman Beverley Hicks Pamela Hicks Patricia Hicks Roberta Hicks
B.S. Mathematics B.A. Psychology B.A. English Literature B.A. Latin B.A. Animal Science B.S. Animal Science
Deborah Higgins Richard Hill John Hinds Roberta Hinds Heather Hoag James Hoblock
B.S. Animal Science B.S. Administration B.S. Administration B.S. Zoology B.S. Mathematics B.A. English Literature
Deborah Hockenhull Carol Hoddeson Judy Hodge Laurie Hodges Brian Hoffman Lois Hoffman
B.S. Mathematics B.A. Sociology B.A. Social Service B.S. Plant Science B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. History
Mary Hoffman Scott Holbrook Deborah Holland Arnold Holliday Pamela Hollingsworth Marjorie Hollis
B.S. Med. Tech. B.S. Administration B.A. Social Service B.S. Administration B.A. Social Service B.S. Geology
Alan Holmes John Holmes Mary Holt Timothy Hooper Richard Horr Richard Horsch
B.A. Psychology B.S. Animal Science B.S. Plant Science B A- Sociology B.S. Chem. Eng. B.A. History
Donald Houde Stephen Howard Hildegarde Howarth Paul Howe William Howland Jane Hoyt
B.S. Mathematics B.S. Administration B.S. Art Education B.S. Forestry B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Mathematics
Peter Hoyt Carl Huard Larry Huckins James Huddleston Hugh Huidekoper Lorie Hunter
B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Environ. Cons. B.A. Economics B.A. El. Ed. B.A. History B.S. Occ. Therapy
Mary Hurstak 





Teresa IIsley Isobo Inko-Tariah
B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Home Economics
mm
Maria Irwin Carla Jacobson Allen Jackson Diane Jackson Paula Jacobs William Janetos
B.A. Art, Spanish B.A. Comm. Disorders B.S. Wild Life B.A. The Arts B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Plant Science
Basil Janosz Janet Jensen Cynthia Johnson David Johnson Helen Johnson Jennifer Johnson
B.A. History B.S. Home Economics B.S. Home Economics B.S. Plant Science B.S. Mathematics B.M. Voice
Jill Johnson Kathleen Johnson Linnea Johnson Patrick Johnson Steven Johnson Beth Jones
B.S. Home Economics B.A. Sociology B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. History B.A. Economics B.S. Soil Science
Carol Jones Deborah Jones Kristin Jones Mark Jones Mary Jordan Jill Journeay
B.A. Sociology B.A. Comm. Disorders B.A. English Teaching B.S. Soil Science B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Physical Education
Kathleen Joy Brenda Kalajian Janice Kamin Ellen Kane John Kane Susan Kaplan
B.A. Zoology B.A. Social Service B.A. Social Service B.A. The Arts B.S. Environ. Cons. B A- Political Science
Neerja Kapoor Argeris Karabelas Keith Karwacki William Kavanaugh Kathleen Keesey Eileen Kelly
B.S. Biochemistry B.S. Biochemistry B.S. Mathematics B.S. Hotel Adm. B.A. El. Ed. B.A. Social Service
Louis Kelly Sharon Kendall Ruth Kenick Janice Kenney David Kenney Timothy Kernan
B.A. English Literature B.A. Social Service B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Med. Tech. B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Forestry
Kathleen Kierce Benjamin Kilham Cynthia Kimball Douglas Kimball Nan Kimball Bradley King
B.A. History B.S. Wild Life B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Wild Life B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration
John King Linda King Priscilla King Suanne King Deborah Kingsbury Laurie Kinsman
B.S. General Studies B.S. Mathematics B.S. Nursing B.S. Med. Tech. B.A. History B.S. Med. Tech.
Barbara Kircher Richard Kirwan Anne Kist Randall Kleiner Janet Klimenok Mary Kmet
B.S. Music Education B.S. Mathematics B.S. Nursing B.S. Mathematics b .A. History B.S. Mathematics
Brenda Knight Michelle Knowles Mary Kohler Stephen Kokolis David Koldys Joanne Koravos
B.A. Psychology B.A. French B.A. Social Service B.A. English Literature B.S. Psychology B.A. Zoology
Constance Kotrotsios Stephen Koval Lee Kraus Shirley Krause Richard Krinsky James Krolikowski
B.S. Home Economics B.S. Prevet B.S. Hotel Adm. b .A. Psychology B.A. History B.A. History
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William Kuegel Charles Kuehl Harry Labanaris Maureene Labranch Joan Lacasse Constance Lachut
B.S. Animal Science B.S. Forestry B.S. Botany B.A. English Teaching B.S. Nursing B.S. Animal Science
Dennis Lade Ronald Lajoie Valerie Lajoie Saterios Lalos Denise Lamontagne Raymond Lamoreux
B.A. Sociology B.A. English Teaching B.A. English Literature B.S. Mech. Eng. B.S. Nursing B.S. Rec. and Parks
Jeffrey Landroche Linda Langley Steven Laperle Diane Latimer Marilyn Latino James Laurilliard
B.A. Communications B.A. Psychology B.S. Environ. Cons. B.S. Med. Tech. B.A. Communications B.S. Mathematics
Benjamin Lawlor Paula Lawson Susan Lawson Barbara Leaf Linda Learmonth Priscilla Leblanc
B.A. History B.A. Social Service B.S. Animal Science B.A. History B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Nursing
Rachel Leblanc Sarah Lee William Lee Jr. Stephen Lefebvre Margeret Leighton Charles Lemay
B.S. Chemistry B.A. English Literature B.S. General Studies B.S. Botany B.S. Nursing B.S. El. Eng.
Diane Lemay Roger Lemelin Thomas Lemire Darlene Lemois Sharon Lentz Larry Lepage
B.A. Psych., Phil. B.S. Mathematics B.S. El. Eng. B.A. Social Service B.A. El. Ed. B.A. Economics
lIPiiBi If*
R ic h a rd  Lepene Bruce Lessard Jacqueline Lessard Jeffrey Lessard Sandra Lessard Laurence Letsky
B.A. Econ. B.S. Civil Eng. B.S. Administration B.S. Home Economics B.S. History, Admin. B.A. Psychology B.S. Prevet
Carol Levesque Garrie Levine Audrey Lewis Leslie Lewis Leslie Lhommedieu Stephen Liakos
B.A. History B.A. Social Service B.A. El. Ed. B.A. English Literature B.S. Administration B.S. Civil Engineering
Thomas Liebnow R. Stephen Lilly






Gail Little Joanne Little
B.S. Physical Education b .A. Social Service
Robert Lloyd Robert Lopitato Donna Lorange Beverley Loranger
B.A. English Literature B.A. Political Science b .A. Communications b .A. El. Ed.
■ M |M |
Judith Loranger 
B.A. Social Service
Robert Love Jr. 
B.S. Administration
Edward Lovejoy Jr. 
B.S. Administration
Nanci Lovett Sally Lovett Michael Lowry Louis Luciano Mary Ludwig
B.A. History B.S. Animal Science B.A. Psych., Soc. Ser. B.S. Hotel Adm. B.A. Psychology
Sally Luetters Michele Luther
B.A. Comm. Disorders B.A. Dual Degree
Ann Lyman Debra Lynch John Lynch Margaret Lynn













John Mahoney Sherry Mahoney Karen Mailloux Douglas Maines Donald Malenfant Catherine Malone
B.S. Hotel Adm. b .A. Psychology B.S. Home Economics B.S. Mathematics B.S. Med. Tech. B.S. Home Economics
Paul Marceau Linda Marcotte Peter Marczak Charles Marineau Stephen Marino Judith Maroone





Kenneth MacLeod George Macrae
B.S. Administration B.A. Political Science
Robert Malone Roger Maltais










B.S. Rec. and Parks
Leslie Maclennan 
B.A. Psych., Anthro.
Heidi Marston Jean Marston
B.S. Plant Science B.A. Political Science
Carolyn Martin Deborah Martin Eugene Martin Nicholas Martin
B.S. Administration B.A. Psychology B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. Economics
Robert Martin Sarah Martin Diane Martineau Mark Mason Richard Mason Donna Masson
B.S. Plant Science B.S. Administration B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Animal Science B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Home Economics
Alexander Matheson Gary Matteson Elizabeth Maura Timothy Mayes Deborah Maynard William McAndrews
B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Biochemistry b .A. Sociology B.S. Mathematics B.S. Biochemistry B.S. Administration
William J. McAndrews Dennis McAtavey 
B.S. Administration B.S. Administration
Scott McGuffin Marcia McKenna
B.A. Philosophy B.A. The Arts
James McDermott Colleen McDonough Kim McDougal Patricia McGannon
B.S. Civil Engineering B.A. History B.A. Sociology B.A. History
Candace McKenney Robert McKenzie Patricia McKeon Robert McLaughlin
B.A. History B.S. Administration b .S. Mathematics B.S. Mathematics
Donald McLean Susan McLean Brian McPherson Jayne McPherson Rosemarie McQuade Lewis McQuarrie
B.S. Prevet B.A. Anthropology B.S. Art Education b .S. Home Economics B.A. Geography B.S. Administration
Valerie Mead William Meins Donald Melanson Joyce Mellyn Richard Melvin Nancy Merrifield













Neal Michaud Joseph Mickela William Milbury






R  S  S o il an rl W a te r
James Miller Jonathan Miller Cameron Milzer Fredrick Minardi Sally Miner Richard Minkwitz
B.S. Hotel Adm. B.A. Ed. and News. Mgt. B.A. Theater B.S. Mech. Eng. B.S. Comm. Dis. B.S. Civil Engineering
Steven Minuti Anthony Modica Patricia Molony Linda Monica Jean Monteverde Richard Montmeat
B.A. Psychology B.A. Sociology B.S. Home Economics b .A. Home Economics B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Administration
Nance Mooney Susan Moore Virginia Moore Wayne Moore Francis Morency Abigail Morgan
B.S. Art Education B.A. Zoology B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Communications B.S. Mathematics B.A. English Literature
Donna Morgan Joyce Morin Philip Morin Robert Morin Anne Morrill Barbara Morrissey
B.S. Art Education B.S. Home Economics B.A. Zoology B.S. Animal Science B.A. English Literature B-A. The Arts
Priscilla Morse Gail Mosesian Catherine Mosher Frederick Moss David Moulton John Moulton













William Narkunas Stewart Neal Stuart Neally Kenneth Neliigan Barbara Nelson Patricia Nelson
B.S. Physical Education B.S. Mech. Eng. B.A. Hist., Poli. Sci. B.S. Mathematics B.A. English B.S. Earth Science
■
Gary Netsch Robert Neumer Paul Neveu Meredith Newman Nancy Nickerson David Nickinson
B.S. General Studies B.A. Sociology b .S. Htl. Adm., Ani. Sci. B.A. Comm. Disorders B.A. Social Service B.S. Hotel Administration
John Noonan Ann Norcott Charles Norton Cornelia Novak Rosalyn Novak William Nutter
B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Art Education B.A. History B.A. Sociology B.A. Social Service B.S. Administration
Karen Nyquist Kathleen O’Brien Catherine O’Donnell John O’Donnell Francis Oliver Leah O’Mahony
B.S. Prevet B.S. Mathematics B.S. Botany B.S. Biochemistry b .S. Mech. Eng. B.A. El. Ed.
John O’Neil Deidre O’Riordan Kenneth Oros Robert Osgood Janet Ossoff Alan Packard
B.S. Wild Life B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Administration B.S. Administration B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Chemistry
Raymond Page Lorraine Palmer Susan Papa Eric Papougenis Anne Paris Nancy Parker
B.S. Administration B.A. Comm. Disorders B.A. El. Ed. B.S. El. Eng. B.S. Nursing B.A. Botany
Robert Parker Karen Parnicky Kenneth Parris III Brian Parry John Parsons Donna Patsiades
B.S. El. Eng. B.A. Psychology B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. El. Eng. B.A. Humanities B.S. Home Economics
William Patterson Sherry Pattison Catherine Paweloczky George Payette Norma Payne Steven Pearl
B.A. Communications B.S. Home Economics B.A. Spanish B.S. Mathematics B.S. Earth Science B.S. Chem. Eng.
Corrine Pederson Donald Peirce Phyllis Pelcak Gloria Pelchat Carol Peppe Laurel Perkins
B.A. Eng. Teach., Psych. B.A. Zoo., Psych. B.S. Animal Science B.A. English Literature B.A. Psychology B.A. Social Service
Frances Perlstein Francine Peront Donna Perreault Kathleen Perron James Peters William Pettit Jr.
B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Animal Science B.S. Home Economics B.A. English Literature B.A. Latin B.S. Prevet
Jeannette Philbrick Margaret Philbrick Bonnie Phillips John Phillips Fred Piaseczny Susan Piaseczny
B.A. English Teaching B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. Social Service B.A. History B.S. Mathematics B.A. History
Glenn Pierce John Piletz Katherine Pilewicz Gary Pinette Marlene Piskadlo Louis Pliakos
B.S. Animal Science B.A. Zoology B.A. Sociology B.A. Psychology B.S. Home Economics B.A. El. Ed.
William Pliakos Kenneth Plummer Brian Poopor Norman Porter Paula Porter Susan Porto
B.A. History B.A. Zoology B.A. Psychology B.S. Plant Science B.A. Comm. Dis. B.A. Zoology
Dave Potter Nancy Potter Richard Powers Deborah Poynton Vilmolthip Prachankadee Stephen Pratt
B.A. Zoology B.A. Sociology B.S. Administration B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration B.A. Microbiology
Steven W. Pratt Nancy Price Lorraine Prior Walter Prior Patrick Putman Muriel Putnam
B.A. Social Service B.A. Hotel Adm. B.A. Psychology B.A. Psychology B.S. Administration B.S. Home Economics
Barbara Pyburn Karen Quane Nancy Quimby Janice Quintal Darrell Quinn Jane Raban
B.A. Rec. and Parks B.A. The Arts B.A. El. Ed. B.A. Psychology B.S. Chem. Eng. B.A. History
David Rainville Gia Randall Heather Rankin Angelika Ratsep Nancy Ray Gene Rayburn
B.S. Chemistry B.S. Prevet B.S. Home Economics B.A. Microbiology B.S. General Studies B.A. Sociology
Patricia Raymond Kenneth Reader Joan Reed Margaret Reed Martin Reed Richard Reed
B.A. Music Theory B.S. Administration B.S. Med. Tech. B.A. Comm. Disorders B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Mathematics
Sharman Reed Margaret Reeves Carl Reichert Mary Reichl
B.A. Political Science B.S. Nursing B.S. Entomology B.S. Med. Tech.
Mary Reid Patricia Remick
B.S. Administration B.A. Comm.
Shelley Renehan Mary Reynolds Joanne Rice Paul Rich Jr. John Richard Robert Richard
B.A. El. Ed. B.A. Comm. Dis., Span. B.S. Mathematics B.S. Mathematics B.S. Administration B.S. Administration
Brenda Richards Francis Richards Charlotte Richardson Keith Ricker Stanley Riggs Jr. Mary Riley





George Roberge Roger Roberge 





Adam Rivera Forrest Rivinius Chana Robbins
B.S. El. Eng. B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Geology
Debra J. Roberts Debra M. Roberts Judith Roberts
B.S. Administration B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Physical Education
Linda Roberts Michael Robie Michael Robinette Linda Robinson Nancy Robinson Matthew Robus
B.S. Animal Science B.S. History B.S. Geology B.A. El. Ed. B.A. History B.S. Wild Life
Marissa Roche Antonio Rodriguez Joyce Rogers Victoria Rollins Susan Roman Susan Romatowski
B.A. Anthropology B.A. Political Science B.S. Nursing B.A. Psychology B.A. Political Science B.A. Psychology
Janice Rosa John Ross Joy Rossborough Lois Rossi Christine Rossiter Michael Roth Jr.
B.S. Family Studies B.S. Chem. Eng. B.S. Home Economics B.A. Zoology B.A. Zoology B.A.History
Steven Roth Eigil Rothe Andrea Rousseau Donald Routhier Normand Routhier Dale Roy
B.S. Administration B.A. English Literature B.A. Zoology B.A. Political Science B.A. History B.S. Physical Education
Ronald Roy Nona Royce William Rushforth Barbara Rushmore Steven Russell Gary Sabbag
B.M. Piano B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Administration B.S. Home Economics B.A. English Literature B.S. Administration
Monte Sachs Cynthia Sage Jeffrey St. Cyr James St. Onge Karen Salo Christine Salter
B.S. Prevet B.A. Pol. Sci., Soc. B.A. Zoology B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Home Economics B.S. Home Economics
William Samara Claire Samson Lisa Samson Alan Sanborn Deborah Sands Susan Sanduski
B.A. Psychology B.A. French B.S. Nursing B.A. Anthropology B.A. Sociology B.S. Rec. and Parks
Patricia Sanford Richard Santos Wallace Savard Jr. Judith Savchick Nancy Scannell Gary Scavongelli
B.S. Family Studies B.S. Chem. Eng. B.S. Mathematics B.S. Mathematics B.A. Political Science B.S. Administration
Robert Schatz John Schofield Susan Schop Pamela Scott William Scott George Scully
B.S. Biochemistry B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Home Economics B.S. Animal Science B.S. Administration B.S. Administration
Bradford Seaberg William Seagroves Steven Seigars Cheryl Shaheen Jane Shanahan Therese Shanahan
B.S. Forestry B.S. Chemistry B.A. Zoology B.S. Occ. Therapy B.A. Political Science B.A. History
Pamela Shaw Susan Shaw Michael Sheffield Joan Sherman Debra Shorey Mary Shortal
B.S. Nursing B.A. Zoology B.S. Forestry B.A. Social Service B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Biochemistry
Debra Shulins Andrew Shuman Sally Shute Dianne Shutt Paul Sias Darlene Sigdia
B.S. Sociology B.S. Hotel Adm. B.S. Physical Education B.A. Social Service B.S. Administration B.A. Comm. Disorders
Carol Simpson Patricia Simpson Stephanie Simpson Donald Sipe Deborah Skelley Heather Skilling
B.S. Physical Education B.A. Spanish B.S. Animal Sc. B.A. Microbiology B.A. Poli. Sci., Econ. B.S. Prevet
William Skofield Robert Skrzyszowski Robert Slavin Edward Sleeper Lanie Small Cheryl Smith
B.A. Hist., Poli. Sci. B.S. El. Eng. B.A. Sociology b .A. Political Science B.A. English Teaching B.A. Social Science
Deborah Smith Gerard Smith Helen Smith Jocelyn Smith Linda Smith Lora Smith
B.A. Social Service B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Home Economics B.S. Home Economics B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Prevet
Marjorie Smith Nancy Smith Alan Smith-Petersen Rolf Soderberg Michael Solon Joseph Spann
B.S. Occ. Therapy B.A. Comm. Disorders B.S. Administration B.S. Chem. Eng. b .A. Zoology B.A. Zoology
Charles Spencer Jean Spencer Dale Sprague Ellen Spurr Deborah Stadnicki Clayton Stalker Jr.
B.S. Environ. Cons. B.S. Nursing B.A. Environ. Cons. B.A. Social Service B.A. Social Service b .A. English Literature
Joyce Stallings Barbara Stanley John Stanley Patricia Stanley Muriel Steenstra Nancy Steinberg
Elementary Education B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Administration B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Geology B.A. The Arts
Scott Steinfield Leona Stenberg Anthony Stevens Deborah Stevens Suzanne Stevens Carol Stevenson
B.A. Psychology B.S. Mathematics B.A. English Literature B.A. English B.A. El. Ed. B.A. El. Ed., Hist.
Kent Stevenson Francis Stewart Julie Stewart Nancy Stillman Gary Stockley Susan Stoddard
B.S. Environ. Cons. B.A. Psychology B.A. Psychology B.S. Administration B.S. Administration B.A. Comm. Disorders
Ellen Stokes Barbara Stoll Christopher Stone Mary Stone William Stowell Pamela Straw
B.A. Zoology B.S. Home Economics B.A. Zoology B.S. Home Economics B.S. Civil Engineering B.A. Psychology
Arthur Streeter Robert Struzziero Francis Studinski Maureen Sullivan Judith Susko Judith Swanson
B.S. El. Eng. B.S. Administration B.S. Environ. Cons. B.A. Hist., Poli. Sci. B.A. Zoology B.A. Economics
Catherine Sweatt James Swiezynski George Sylvain Donald Szuluk Kevin Tacy Gary Tardiff
B.A. Sociology B.S. Administration B.S. Community Dev. b .S. Chem. Eng. B.A. Zoology B.S. Chem. Eng.
Denise Taylor Mark Taylor Michael Taylor Noreen Taylor Sandra Taylor Andrew Tenaglia
B.S. Animal Science B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Communications B.A. History B.A. Zoology
Alice Terril Craig Therrien Patricia Thibodeau Pamela Thorn Joseph Tibbits Jr. Jacquelyn Tidd
B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Administration B.A. History B.S. Music Ed. B.S. Administration B.S. General Studies
Andrew Tilton Peter Timbas Leslyn Tirrell Brian Titus Laurie Titus John Tommasi
B.S. Chem. Eng. B.A. Economics B.S. Biochemistry B.A. Political Science b .A. History B.A. Psych., Econ.
Josephine Tonas Michael Toppan Herman Patricio Torres Paul Tosi Alexander Tournas Patricia Tovey
B.A. El. Ed. B.A. The Arts B.S. Civil Engineering B.A. Political Science B.A. Psychology B.A. English Literature
Gail Tower Judith Towle Joanne Tremaine Michael Tremblay Joseph Tringali Carol Trowbridge
B.S. Home Economics B.A. Psychology B.A. Sociology B.S. El. Eng. B.A. Eng. Lit., Phil. B.A. English Literature
Margaret Tudor Charles Tufts James Tufts JonTurmel David Twitchell Gail Tyler
Diana Underhill Linda Underwood Susan Underwood Peter Urcuioli Norman Vachon Karin Vagts
B.A. Communications B.A. French B.S. Occ. Therapy B.A. Psychology B.S. Mech. Eng. B.S. Rec. and Parks
Henry Valentine Patrick Varley Sandra Varley Warren Vartanian Denise Veilleux James Verra
B.S. Res. Econ. B.A. History B.A. Comm. Disorders B.S. Education B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. History
Robert Viel Lucille Vincent Lawrence Vintinner Karen Voniderstine George Vossler James Voyles
B.S. Administration B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Animal Science B.S. Home Economics B.S. Administration B.S. Rec. and Parks
Mary Wahl Janet Waldron Susan Waldron Stephen Walker Jr. Susan Walker Jeffrey Wallace
B.S. Occ. Therapy B.A. Psychology B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. Geography B.A. Zoology B.A. Hotel Administration
Sandra Wallace Gail Walsh John Warburg Deborah Ward Sara Warner Cynthia Warren
B.S. Home Economics B.S. Nursing B.S. Prevet B.A. Social Service B.A. Geography B.A. Comm. Disorders
Linda Waterhouse Susan Waters Doma Watson Arthur Watts Ann Weiland Charles Weilbrenner
B.A. German B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Administration B.S. Administration B.S. Nursing B.S. Rec. and Parks
Celia Weinstein Robert Weinstein Jill Weiss Charlene Weker Priscilla Welch William Welch III
B.A. History B.A. Political Science B.A. Spanish B.S. Wild Life B.S. Home Economics B.A. History
Gail Weld Michael Welenc Audrey Weston Robert Wheeler Susan White Nancy Whitehead
B.A. English Literature B.S. El. Eng. B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Nutrition and Diet
Nancy Whitman David Whitney Edward Whittemore Gladys Whittemore Karen Widerstrom Peter Widmark
B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Mech. Eng B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Animal Science b .A. The Arts B.S. Dual Degree
Lawrence Wiggins LilaWihby Diane Wile Wendy Wilkinson Daniel Willett Ronald Willey
B.S. Civil Engineering B.A. Social Service B.S. Physical Education B.A. Psychology B.S. El. Eng. B.S. Chem. Eng.
Anne Williams Jean Williams Leslie Williams Marcia Williams Melanie Williamson Charlotte-Jane Wilson
B.S. Environ. Cons. B.A. The Arts B.S. Home Economics B.A. English Literature B.A. Psych., Theater B.S. Home Economics
Lynne Winchester Kenneth Winter Timothy Winter Carol Wirth Donald Wisniewski Nancy Wolfe
B.S. Mathematics B.A. Economics B.S. Civil Engineering B.A. Zoology B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Home Economics
Martha Wood Deborah Woodard Jon Woodbury Suzanne Woodman Theresa Woods Ellis Woodward
B.S. Animal Science B.A. Psychology B.S. Forestry B.S. Physical Education B.S. Administration B.A. Political Science
Frances Woodworth Janis Woronoff Barbara Worosowicz Michael Wright Sheila Wright Ronald Yeaton
B.S. Rec. and Parks B.S. Animal Science B.A. Comm. Disorders B.S. Administration B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Administration
Jerry Zoller John Zucca Patricia Zwearcan Charles Meade
B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Prevet B.A. Philosophy B.A. Anthropology
Joseph Zock 
B.A. Political Science
Dana Young Joan Zachery Karen Zagula Nicholas Zaricki
B.S. Soil and Water B.A. Communications B.A. Microbiology B.S. Music Education
Mary Zemlin 
B.A. Botany
Patricia Bryne Cheryl Carpenter Michael Carroll Pamela Carroll Steven Carroll Barry Cass
B.A. Spanish B.S. Art Education B.S. Geology B.S. Math Education b .S. Botany B.S. Home Economics
Ellen Chagnon Joseph Colby Richard Cook Patricia Cronin Olivia De Castanos Sally Dinsmore
B.S. Botany B.A. Dual Degree B.A. Theater B.A. El. Ed. B.S. Communications B.A. Studio Art
Robin Albert 
B.A. Theater
Andrew Alden Bruce Berthiaume



















Roger Hopper Sidney Kafker Pamela Karr Michael Kelleher William Klein Suzanne Kloud
B.S. Forestry B.A. English Literature B.A. Theater B.A. Geography B.S. Physical Education B.S. Animal Science
Jill Krueger Carol Ann Langelier Anne Lavoie Killoran Livingstone John Machell Brenda Marshall
B.S. El. Ed. B.A. Biology Teaching B.A. Psychology B.S. Administration B.S. Biochemistry B.S. Music Education
John Greene 
B.A. History
Leslie Halliday Alfred L. Hammett III 
B.S. Occ. Therapy B.S. Forestry
Elliott Harris Jr. Gail Harwood





Stephen Gianotti Victoria Gibson
Student Designed Major b .S. Presch. Ed.
Patricia Gowdy Catherine Graham 
B.A. Social Service b .A. Comm. Dis., El. Ed.














Alexis A. Parker 









Richard T. Newcomb 
B.S. Hotel Administration
John Putman Russell Raskin
B.S. Forestry B.A. Poli. Sci., Econ.
Frederick Reik Barry Semple Mark Silva Lowen Simmons
B.S. Prevet B.S. Civil Engineering B.S. Geology B.S. Hotel Administration
Penny Smith Donna Lynn Stadtmore 
B.A. El. Eng. B.S. Prevet
Sara Paskevich Frank Pawlowski
B.S. Art Education B.S. El. Eng.
Dana Pederson Holly Pfenniger
B.S. Prevet B.S. Administration
Robert Tetu 
B.S. Chem. Eng.
Mark Twombly William Tufts III Douglas Waitt Karen Wakefield Nancy Walz
B.A. English B.S. Rec. and Parks B.A. Microbiology B.A. Theater B.A. English Teaching
Eric White Deborah Wood Denice Zurline





Roommates for 4 years: Sitting: Bernard McHugh, B.S. Communications. Standing, Left to Right: Leslie Hawkridge, 











Commencement Speaker — Fred W. Hall, Jr.
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